
Supercharge 
Snowflake governance 

Alteryx simplifies data access and usage for everyone, delivering immediate value 
through powerful analytics and increased operational efficiency. Solidatus boosts 
governance by providing users with a data blueprint that visualizes Alteryx workflows 
and connects them to systems, processes, controls, and people. This guarantees data 
control, satisfying regulators and business leaders. 

Build a regulatory compliance control center
� Leverage Solidatus’ interface to visualize data flow in your Alteryx workflows and enrich them with non-technical 

lineage, like data quality, ownership, privacy information, policies, controls, and regulations. This unified view 
allows you to demonstrate comprehensive governance and build confidence in expanding your Alteryx footprint. 
� Meet reporting requirements covering corporate governance, market conduct, privacy, disclosure, fraud 

prevention, anti-money laundering and more with one scalable solution. 
� Tag sensitive data to understand how it flows and where it resides, ensuring consistent application of security 

policies across your data supply chain enhancing data security insight and capability. 

Advanced analytics and reporting
� Bring significant improvements to your business-critical analysis capabilities by streamlining the production of 

regulatory reports and reducing the challenges felt by internal IT groups. Evidence data control and maintain 
transparency to sign-off regulatory reports, financial statements, ESG disclosures, & business critical analytics. 
� Fine-grained, field-level lineage gives a complete end-to-end picture of your processes and data estate 

empowering your users to propose optimizations in source systems, saving costs by retiring fields, tables or even 
whole systems. 
� Leverage Solidatus’ powerful ability to conceptualize current and future states to conduct impact assessments 

and plan for future developments. 

� Reduce data debt 
� Accelerate tool adoption 

� Boost governance and compliance
� Capture novel insights

Accelerate connected 
governance  

https://hubs.ly/Q021f8hs0
https://www.alteryx.com/
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Speak a common data language 
� Golden source of information provides a consistent taxonomy of data definitions at the data element level, 

making data easily accessible and understandable across all systems and applications.
� Business users, risk and compliance teams, and technology professionals can search your data estate for 

information including business description classifications and data ranges. 
� Ongoing maintenance can be distributed, federated and democratized. Solidatus enables users to manage a 

federated workflow, assigning tasks to subject matter experts where appropriate. This helps to design and 
document best practise. 
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We’d love to hear your data 
challenges and show you 
how Solidatus can help. For a 
personalized consultation and 
demo, visit solidatus.com or 
email us at hello@solidatus.com

Explore a model and watch a short video to understand the unique benefits of 
mapping Alteryx workflows in Solidatus.  

Scan to see Solidatus and Alteryx at work 

https://hubs.ly/Q021f8hs0
https://hubs.ly/Q01-GN1F0
https://hubs.ly/Q021f8hs0
mailto:hello%40solidatus.com?subject=Personalized%20consultation%20and%20demo
https://trial.solidatus.com/viewer/share/kTmhbby3gDQehCGKKVJqEQcrmpQMUuDd
https://vimeo.com/852968740/1b95a9f4fa?share=copy

